
Off-Sides and Icing
Northern Ontario Hockey Association



Zones

The rink is divided into three zones.

Attacking is from blue line in for a team on offense.

Defending is from blue line in for a team on defense.

Neutral is center ice area from blueline to blueline.



Zones



Off-Side

An off-side occurs when an attacking player precedes the 
puck into the attacking zone.  If the attacking player has both 
skates in the attacking zone before the puck completely 
crosses the blue line, an off-side has occurred.



Off-Side Rule

Puck must precede attacking player across line.

All deflections are off-side or delayed off-side.

Delayed off-sides reduces stoppages.

All players must be clear of the zone to nullify delayed off-side.

Goal cannot be scored on a delayed off-side shoot-in.



Off-Side Scenarios 

Puck carried over the blue line with players off-

side:

Immediate offside call – blow whistle, point to face-off 
location – no delay signal.



Off-Side Scenarios

A

A

The attacking player precedes the puck over the blue line with 
both skates over the blue line

The position of the attacking player’s skates when the puck crosses 
the blue line is the determining factor

OFF-SIDE



Off-Side Scenarios

A D

Attacking player is in the attacking zone.  Opposing player has possession 
and control of the puck in the neutral zone and carries the puck back into 

the defending zone

NOT OFF-SIDE



Off-Side Scenarios

D A

Attacking player carries the puck over the blueline creating an off-side.  The 
face-off is conducted on the side of the ice the puck was carried over.   

The face-off takes place at the Closest Dot

A



Off-Side Scenarios

A

The puck is inside the neutral zone 
dots and an attacking player makes 
a pass that creates an off-side.

Where does the face-off take place? 

The face-off takes place at the 
nearest dot in the neutral zone as 
Team A does not gain territorial 
advantage.

Create an imaginary line across the 
two neutral zone face-off dots to 
determine the location of the face-
off.

A



Off-Side Scenarios 

Puck deliberately carried over blue line or player deliberately 
plays the puck with players obviously off-side:

Intentional off-side (blow whistle immediately; no delayed 
signal. Point to offending team’s end-zone to indicate location 
of face-off.

Official who makes the call, picks up the puck and proceeds to 
far end zone face-off location to conduct the face-off while 
partner observes the players.



Off-Side or On-Side?

A player with both skates over the blue line receives a pass and 
stops the puck with his stick before the puck crosses the line, then 
pulls it over the line. SRD.

An attacking player straddling the attacking blue line, takes a pass 
on his stick in the neutral zone. He then brings the skate which was 
in the neutral zone over the line while the puck is still on his stick in 
the neutral zone.  He then pulls the puck over the blue line with 
control. SRD.



Off-Side or On-Side?

Hockey Canada Rule 10.8 – Situations 7 and 14 

OFF-SIDE – The player must have control of the puck with one 
skate in the neutral zone, if he makes skate contact with the line, 
he may then precede and propel the puck into the end-zone.

ON-SIDE – A player straddling the line can bring the puck over 
with both skates in as he has control of the puck.



Delayed Off-Side
Rule 10.8(e)
Attacking player precedes puck shot, passed, deflected into the attacking zone, but 
defending player is able to play the puck and attacking player/s are not forcing the play.

Linesperson nullify off-side and allow play to continue if:

Defending team passes or carries the puck into neutral zone.

All attacking players clear the attacking zone by making skate contact with blue line.

Shot on goal during a delayed off-side, play shall continue under normal clearing the zone 
rules.

Attacking zone must be completely clear of attacking players before delayed offside can 
be nullified with puck still in attacking zone.



Delayed Off-Side 

Delayed off-side:  

Non-whistle arm up; Verbal “OFF-SIDE”.

If all attackers clear zone: 
Arm down; Verbal “OK”.

If attacking players force the play, use the top of the face-off 
circle as a guideline, stop play, this may prevent 
unnecessary contact or a shot on goal.



Delayed Off-Side
Scenarios

A
D

Defending player shoots the puck out over the blue line and puck deflects off attacking 
player in the neutral zone, back into the defending zone while an attacking player is still in 

the attacking zone

A

DELAYED OFF-SIDE

The same principle applies if puck deflects off of the official or 
other defending player back into the attacking zone



A

A

Puck is shot on goal from outside the attacking zone with an 
attacking player already in the zone

Play is allowed to continue but attacking player must clear the 
zone before being able to re-enter the zone and play the puck

Delayed Off-Side
Scenarios



Icing

For the purpose of icing, the rink is divided into two equal halves 
by the red line.  When the puck is shot by a player from his side 
of the red line and crosses the opponent’s goal line without 
touching any other players, icing.



Linesmen Procedures 
for Icing

The front Linesperson will do one of two things – blow his 
whistle as the puck crosses the goal line or wash out the icing.

On icing, the front Linesperson does not put his arm up after 
blowing the whistle, he will point to far end, pick up the puck 
and conduct the face-off.



Procedures for Icing

Whenever possible, in the three-official system once icing is 
called, the Referee should follow the players up the ice. This will 
allow the Referee to keep everyone in front of him and allow 
him to witness any possible or further infractions.

Referee should be in the area where the majority of the players 
are.



What is Icing? 

Occurs when puck is released from stick prior to 
completely crossing the centre red line and completely 
crosses the goal line at the opposite end of the ice.

Only time a team may ice the puck is when they are below 
the numerical strength of their opposition.



Icing 

Puck is released from stick behind centre red line and is not physically 
contacted by opposing players body or stick prior to crossing goal line.

Puck is deflected off body or stick of a teammate before puck crosses 
centre red line and continues down the ice across goal line.

Puck is released from behind centre red line and goes through or 
makes contact with goal crease prior to crossing goal line.



No Icing

Puck released from stick after it has completely crossed centre red line.

Puck makes contact with player (body or stick) which is across the 
centre red line and continues down across the goal line.

Puck makes contact with opposing player (body or stick).

Puck deflects off teammate’s stick that is across centre red line 
although his skates are behind centre red line.

Team that shot puck is playing shorthanded.



Icing?

Three items to keep in mind when deciding whether puck has been iced or not:

1. Speed of the shot
 Important to judge speed of shot on the age and skill of players.

2. Height of the shot
 Players are not obliged to play the puck once it has left the ice.

3. Position of the defending player
 Determine whether player would have had reasonable opportunity to play 

puck based on their position to the puck.



Icing – Scenarios

The puck is shot along the ice and a defending player turns in the 
opposite direction of the puck and then hustles down ice to 
retrieve it. SRD.

What is the call? No Icing – Why?Defending player originally in position to play the puck or attempt to play 
the puck



Icing – Scenarios

The puck is shot along the ice and an attacking and defending 
player both give chase. Both players are making a hard effort to 
reach the puck. The defending player, once in front, slows up to 
force the attacking player around him. SRD.

What is the call? 
No icing – Why?

Defending player prevents attacking player from playing the puck or 
attempting to play the puck



Icing – Scenarios

The puck is in the end-zone and flipped in the air over the head 
of a defenceman and lands just behind him and continues down 
the ice.  He gives chase and it appears the player will  reach the 
puck before it crosses the goal line.

What is the call? No Icing – Why?
The situation meets two of the criteria for icing:  height of the shot and position 

of the player.  However, once the puck lands and the linesman realizes the 
player could reach the puck, he must wash out the icing



Icing – Scenarios

The puck is blasted down the ice and one player from each team 
begins a hard chase down the ice for the puck.  The goaltender 
seeing this moves out to make a play on the puck, but just before 
contact lifts his stick and the puck continues across the goal line.

What is the call? Icing – Why?
Even though the goaltender initially moves to make a play on the 

puck, he is the only player on the ice that is not required to make a 
play on the puck and icing shall be called



When Should Icing
be Signaled?
Back linesperson should initiate icing using back arm on any 
potential icing.

Front linesperson blows the whistle the instant puck completely 
crosses goal line.

If front linesperson judges that icing will be washed out, should 
signal immediately.

Linesperson should know if icing will be washed out as puck 
crosses top of circles:

• Risk Management 
• allow to prepare for body check 
• goaltender time to reset; get ready for potential play


